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Paul Otlet, Table des rapports et correlations (n.d.)
Geometry is the archetype of modern 
mind. The grid is its ruling trope (and 
thus, so be it, Mondrian is the most 
representative among its visual 
artists). Taxonomy, classification, 
inventory, catalogue and statistics are 
paramount strategies of modern 
practice. […] Geometry shows what 
the world would be like were it 
geometrical. But the world is not 
geometrical. It cannot be squeezed 




> Vader van begrip ‘documentatie’
> utopische internationalist
Universal Encyclopaedia of DocumentationUniversal Bibliographic Repertory
International UniversityUnion of International Associations International Library

1. RUIMTE VAN DE KENNIS ALS SEMANTISCHE STRUCTUUR 
2. RUIMTE VAN HET KENNIS ALS FYSIEKE RUIMTE VAN MEDIA 
3. RUIMTE VAN HET KENNIS ALS ACTIERUIMTE

Louis Van der Swaelmen and Paul Otlet, Union Internationale des Villes 





‘Diagram of the 
Outlook Tower in 
Edinburgh’
(1915) 
V. Bourgeois in 
collaboration with P. 
Otlet 







H. De Man, 










CONCLUSION: SPACE OF KNOWLEDGE VS LIVED SPACE

